Rev. Dennis
Rev. Joshin Dennis
Fujimoto

I

t is that time of year to set out the gloves, hats, and coats as the chill in the air
becomes consistent. We appreciate the crisp air and the leaves falling to mark the
change of seasons. Bodhi Day is the next major service on the temple calendar. Bodhi
Day is also known as Jodo-E, “attaining Enlightenment gathering.” We commemorate
the day Prince Siddhartha awakened to the truths of life and became the Buddha.
Generally, December 8 is recognized as the day of his enlightenment. This year, the
Bodhi Day services will be held December 4 here at the Betsuin. The Dharma School
Family Bodhi Day Service will be at 9:30 a.m., while the Adult Bodhi Day Service will be
at 11:30 a.m.
Those new to the temple are encouraged… and those raised in the temple are
reminded… that coming to our major services is the best way to come to know the
foundation of our tradition. It is through participation and the experience shared that
we make it live and we make it ours.
In observing Bodhi Day, we are reminded of the story of Prince Siddhartha rejecting
both his royal life of excess, and his ascetic life of discipline. He walked away from
palace life, wealth and power. Then he also left his effort to deny his body and to control
his mind. Taking this middle path, he was able to awaken to the truths of reality.
(Continued on page 3)
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Should he enjoy his new insight for himself or should he share it with others? His initial
thoughts were that his new awareness would be difficult to share and too much for
others to comprehend. But to keep it as his own would be limited and self-serving. His
decision to share his enlightened awareness would become known as the initial turning
of the Wheel of the Dharma.
The point to Bodhi Day is that experience is empty unless it is shared. Each year we
are reminded of the monumental decision that Shakyamuni Buddha arrived at. This
decision was to initiate the movement of the Dharma. This decision was to allow the
Dharma to move toward all other beings and to make awakening available to every one
of us.
We hope you can attend Bodhi Day Service this year, and be a part of it all. We’ll see you
at the temple.

President’s
Message
Gordon Nitta

2

016 is coming to a close. We will begin the New Year with a new Betsuin President,
Brian Hatano. I will return as the president-elect in 2017. There will be two new
members of the Betsuin Board of Trustees: Keith Adachi and Stuart Ito.

This year we have made an effort to improve security and safety for all of you and the
Temple property. Completing the wrought iron fence perimeter, attending a two-day
church security seminar in Campbell, California, purchasing two-way radios, replacing
the uneven pavers in the courtyard with stamped concrete, and hiring private security
officers for most functions on the property are a few of the things we have done this
year. We are in the process of upgrading our security camera system and upgrading the
door release bars on two of the Temple exits. One of the major changes to the parking
lot and courtyard security will be adding automatic gate openers on the parking lot
entrance and exit gates. Once that change is completed sometime this month, you will
drive into the parking lot through the usual gate, but you will exit through the other
gate.

For 2017 we have added a Pledge Category to our membership fees: Individuals who
are 21 to 35 years old will have a choice of paying the regular Sacramento Buddhist
Church/Buddhist Churches of America (BCA) membership fee of $230 for a single
membership/$460 for a Family Membership, or pledging an amount for the year
that fits comfortably into their budget. This Pledge Membership will be considered a
membership only for the Sacramento Buddhist Church and not the BCA. Our hope
is that those who choose this new membership category will make the pledge offer
responsibly. Remember, membership fees fund administrative costs, maintenance of the
facilities, and Temple programs.
In other news, Reverend Bob and Reverend Patti will be sworn in as the State
Assembly’s chaplains. They will serve a two-year term beginning January 2017. This
will be the first time a husband and wife will serve as State Assembly chaplains.

Sacramento
Buddhist
Women’s
Association
Keiko Jean Kashiwada

T

he November SBWA Board meeting was held on Wednesday, November 2, with
President Virginia Uchida presiding and Keiko Jean Kashiwada leading us in
gassho.

Donations

A generous donation of $150 from Utako Kimura - World Conference. Thank you,
Utako!
Acknowledgments

Fusako Takahashi would like to thank the following people for helping out at the
Northern California Buddhist Family Conference, which was held on Saturday,
September 17, at the Sacramento Betsuin:
• Workshops: Ken Koyama, Sensei Koichi Mizushima, Valerie Fong, Sensei Grace
Hatano, Brian Hatano, Reverend Tim Castle, Reverend Carol Castle, Nancy
Hashimoto, Midori Ito, Lori Itow, Barbara Nakatomi, Hiroko Tsuda, Jane Komure,
Virginia Uchida, Matt Nitta, and Samantha Nitta Atajar.
• Luncheon: Jennifer Nitta, Gordon Nitta, Matt Atajar, Elaine Yoshikawa, Meriko
Hoshida, Midori Ito, Grace Ishimoto, Beverly Tanaka, Fusako Takahashi, Sensei
Grace Hatano, and Reiko Kurahara.
• Facility Arrangement: Gordon Nitta
• Onaijin: Reverend Dennis Fujimoto
• First Aid: Misa Oshiro
• Entertainment: Matt Nitta
• Entertainers: Sensei Koichi Mizushima and Ellie Mizushima
• Set-up and take down: Gordon Nitta, Matt Nitta, Kurtis Omori, Keith Uyemura, Paul
Noguchi, Walter Menda, Fusako Takahashi, Grace Ishimoto and Cindy Kitade.
• Registration: Beverly Tanaka, Elaine Yoshikawa and Meriko Hoshida
• Name Tags: Matt Nitta
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Poster & Theme: Samantha Nitta Atajar
Kitchen Consultant: Reiko Kurahara
Finance: Meriko Hoshida & Elaine Yoshikawa
Piano: Myra Okasaki
Publicity: Walnut Grove Buddhist Church
Farewell Tea cookies: All temples contributed the baked goods.

Upcoming Activities/Events

• Bodhi Day service - December 4, 2016 – 9:30 a.m.
• Tsuito Hoyo service - December 4, 2016 - noon
Guest speaker: Reverend Miho Sekiya from the Seattle Betsuin.
Bonenkai luncheon – following the Tsuito Hoyo service.
Boxed lunch from Zentoro. The deadline to order luncheon was November 21.
Entertainment by the fabulous SBWA ukulele group, led by Jane Komure, Jane
Nakagawa, Sandy Nishimura-Yee, Ruth Seo, Joan Curry and Gary Yee.
It is a time to thank the members who are 80 years old and older, and the men who
help us throughout the year. Please bring a gift or two for the raffle drawing and take
it to the kaikan stage by 9:30 a.m.
• Betsuin Talent Show: Saturday, January 14, 2017. Contact Koichi Mizushima to
participate or for details; bkmizu@gmail.com.
Remember: Check the Sacramento Betsuin bulletin board for flyers and details of future
Betsuin events.
Next Meeting

The next SBWA meeting will be held on Wednesday, January 4, 2017 starting with a
service at 5:45 p.m., followed by our monthly meeting. (No meeting in December.)

Minister
Assistants
Koichi Mizushima

T

he month of December is already upon us, and soon we will be busy with holiday
planning and shopping. And no matter what your cultural background or
religious beliefs are, we can all agree that the holiday season is a time for caring
and thinking about others.
We are all accustomed to buying gifts for others at this time of year, but how many of us
actually stop and think about the true meaning of giving a gift? The purpose of a gift is
to convey an emotion to someone you care about. It shouldn’t be about how much the
gift costs or which fancy store you bought it from. It should be about the feeling that it
conveys to the person you are giving it to.
The best part about receiving a gift is the time before you open it. For in those few
moments, your imagination runs wild, and since its contents are unknown, the gift
can be anything you imagine it to be! You start imagining all of the things it could be:
Maybe it’s an iPad! Maybe it’s that new dress I saw at my favorite store! Maybe it’s that
new universal remote that can control everything in my house!
Even when it couldn’t possibly be any of those things because you never told anyone,
you still imagine it could be true. Your greed and ego are truly revealed in this moment.
When you see someone who is truly content with their life… they receive gifts very
differently. Their greatest joy does not come from anticipating what is inside the gift.
Their greatest joy comes at the moment they receive the gift — because it doesn’t matter
what’s inside… they appreciate the feeling and the thoughtful gesture of receiving the
gift. For there is nothing they actually need in that box for their happiness. The gesture
far outweighs the contents. And in many cases, the joy of giving a gift to someone who
appreciates it far outweighs anything they could ever receive.

Rev. Joshin Dennis Fujimoto
416-0919

For this holiday season, let us try to think about a different kind of gift we can give to
others. Let us give the gift of understanding and caring. If we try to understand what
others are thinking and feeling, we can have a better sense of where they are coming
from and why they do the things they do.
And if we truly care about the things that matter to them, then we are one step closer to
understanding what motivates them and who they are. When we take the time to think
about what other people care about, we stop thinking about ourselves, and that is the
first step to rid ourselves of suffering in our lives.
These are the greatest gifts that Amida gives to all of us: infinite understanding
(wisdom) and immeasurable caring (compassion). These are gifts that will last far
longer than any gadget or toy that could be bought at any store.

Sensei Koichi Mizushima
704-1493
bkmizu@gmail.com
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Dear Members and Friends of the Sacramento Betsuin,

atti and I are honored to write this article introducing the “Wall of Appreciation.”
As we prepared for retirement a few months ago, we found ourselves naturally
reflecting on the past 32 years with all of you here at the Sacramento Betsuin. We
found that it was only in looking back that we were able to see that being a part of this
Betsuin for over three decades has been the fulfillment of our lives. We know now that
our deep sense of fulfillment has blossomed from being able to fulfill an unspoken wish
and hope that we feel everyone has from childhood. Let me explain.
In reflecting back on the journey of our lives, we realized that even when we were
young children, we quietly wondered what our lives would be like. And as we grew
and began to find our way, we each still wondered, “What will my life be like?” Deep
within us, we were hoping it would be a good life. Although this feeling remained
unspoken, we still wondered and hoped to have a fulfilling life. And now… only in
looking back on our years here, have we realized that our deep, unspoken wish has
been answered. Patti and I know that our appreciation for the Betsuin and for all of you
is profound.

In many ways, each and every one of us, in being a part of this Sacramento Betsuin, are
fulfilling the wish of the founding families of this temple. The Issei pioneers planted
the seeds for this temple and sangha in 1899. Through the early decades, this temple
continued to grow. I am sure that the founding members would be pleased and proud
to see how the Dharma seeds they planted over a century ago have taken root…and not
only survived, but thrived in a new and unfamiliar land.
Although there is much we could share about the history of our Sacramento Betsuin, let
us move forward to the post-war years.
In 1959, due to the urban renewal program, the Buddhist Church of Sacramento was
moved to this site on Riverside Boulevard and X Street. Here the Issei, Kibei and Nisei
generations constructed the temple complex we enjoy today. We’ve inherited the legacy
of their sacrifices, their generosity…and their vision. Our Betsuin is a living gift that we
have received from the generations past; and our nurturing support is our gift to the
generations to come.
Reverend Bob

W

hen RB and I came here in 1984, we could feel the amazing vitality of
this Sacramento Betsuin. We could clearly see that this temple has been
meaningfully impacting on generations of families in this community. But we
also sensed the potential for the Sacramento Betsuin to become a Dharma Touchstone
of clarity and sensibility. And there is little doubt that the entire world has never been
more in need of clarity and sensibility… than now.
The Legacy Endowment came into being inspired by Rinban Yukawa’s request that
the Betsuin create a fund that would help maximize the potential for the Sacramento
Betsuin to have a vibrant future. The Wall of Appreciation is our extension of Reverend
Yukawa’s wish to honor our past, appreciate the present… and help lay the foundations
for a meaningful future.
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Kurahara
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Casey Ngo
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RB and I feel that in our years here, the Sacramento Betsuin has started to become a
Dharma Touchstone of clarity and sensibility for the greater Sacramento community.
Our founding generations are passing the torch to us. It is now our time to become
the caretakers of the Dharma Legacy of our Sacramento Betsuin. RB and I hope you
will join us in supporting the Wall of Appreciation. It is more than just an expression
of our appreciation; it is an expression of our hope to continue the Dharma legacy of
clarity and sensibility into our second century. With our caring support, in 2099, our
Sacramento Betsuin will celebrate a vibrant and meaningful bicentennial.
Let us do our part to ensure the Sacramento Betsuin remains a Dharma Touchstone
of clarity and sensibility; for we know that the world has never been more in need of
clarity and sensibility… than now.
Reverend Patti

Welcome New Members
Tonik Barber
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W

ell, 2016 is almost over and like every year, our Betsuin has seen many
improvements thanks to our volunteers. These people generously give their
time, energy and expertise to improve the beauty and functionally of our
temple. We owe a heartfelt thank you to the following:
I’ll start with our scouts working toward their Eagle Scout Award. These fine young
adults have to complete a “Community Project,” usually consisting of 200 hours or
more — usually much more. Fortunately for us, most of our scouts elect to complete
their projects at our temple.
In the fall of 2015, Corey Tanaka and crew refinished the cabinets in the upstairs annex.
In the course of that project, we noticed that many of the tracks for the sliding doors
were broken. I told Corey I’d order new tracks and we could install them when they
came in. I kept forgetting but he didn’t — he reminded me a couple of times. So, this
last spring, I brought my compressor and cabinet stapler, showed him how to remove
the old tracks, cut and install the new ones. I can honestly say, he did most of work and
did it well. I was impressed with the fact that even though his project was completed
and signed off, he still wanted to “finish” the job.
Tyler Ito, for his project, chose to paint the lower part of the walls tan upstairs and down
in the annex to match the staircases. I suggested that because the staircases were painted
only a couple of years ago, he didn’t have to repaint them. Not only did he and his crew
do a fine job of painting the walls, but they repainted the staircases as well. Tyler said he
wanted everything to look fresh and to match. Such dedication — thank you, Tyler.
Brandon Mark decided to landscape the south corner entrance to Quinn Alley off
Riverside Boulevard. If you remember, that corner needed some serious attention.
His crew of fellow scouts dug up old plants, planted new ones, installed improved
irrigation, and finished off with a layer of bark chips. Now the south corner looks as
nice as the north corner (also a scout project). Brandon, thank you. That entrance is now
something we can be proud of. His advisor for that project was Bobby Tanaka.
Drew Ikemoto and his fellow scouts recently repainted the front of the temple on
Riverside from the small double doors down to Quinn Alley. Not a simple project. Each
section of wall is divided by wide columns framed with a wood trim — each a different
color. Norm Tanaka was the advisor, Kelvin Mark provided helpful tips and James
Amioka assisted with his sprayer. The walls look so much nicer now Drew, thanks to
you and your team.
And coming soon, we’ll have new landscaping in that area. The front of our temple will
certainly have some serious “curb appeal.” Again, thank you scouts and parents for all
your hard work.
As reported earlier, Roy Imura took charge of getting a new roof put on the main hondo.
We were starting to see some leaks on the ceiling inside. After meeting with several
contractors, Roy chose Nor-Cal to complete the project for about $27,000.

Office Manager

Cindy Kitade

Office Project
Coordinator

Jennifer Nitta

Betsuin Office

446-0121

Sangha Helpers

Misao Abe
Shiyoko Futaba
Sumiye Hamamoto
Yukiko Hashisaka
Ruth Hayashi
Sanaye Imajo
Miyuki Inenaga
Mae Kaneko
Alice Kataoka
Mutsuko Noguchi
Helen Sakaishi
Lynn Sunahara
Virginia Uchida

Ted Yoshimura, always busy, was responsible for getting the broken hinges replaced
on our double courtyard doors — $960. He also was the man in charge of replacing the
brick in the courtyard. We had a few people trip on the uneven surfaces. Now we have
the nicely colored concrete squares in the courtyard and in front of the double doors —
about $8,000.
If you were at our very successful bazaar this year, you probably noticed that all the
tattered and dirty vinyl screens along the fences and behind the stage were missing. We
can thank Honda for ordering all the green shade screens and taking charge of getting
them installed. He also built a frame for the new screens that temporarily attaches to the
south fence to provide shade from the hot sun for the booths in that area. We decided to
use the same material for all our booth dividers as well. Our bazaar had a nice uniform
look this year. Plus the green screens will last far longer than the vinyl screens. Every
year we had to buy a few to replace the damaged ones.
Another improvement this year was a new lightweight frame for the dividers in the
north courtyard. Plus, the new frame is easier and quicker to install than the old heavy
dirty rusty pipes that we used for so many years.
And last, we have replaced almost all our old 4’ fluorescent bulbs with new energyefficient LED lighting (about 220 so far) to help reduce our $27,000 a year SMUD bill. We
had a crew of about eight just to do the kaikan ceiling.
All of these improvements would not have been possible without the dedication of our
volunteers. Thank You.
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O

n Saturday, November 12, all seven Northern California (NC) temples (Stockton,
Lodi, Walnut Grove, Florin, Sacramento, Marysville and Placer) sent their best
chicken grillers to the Sacramento Betsuin for the Fourth Annual NC Bazaar
Teriyaki Chicken Throwdown. Our Betsuin grillers were Gordon Nitta, Ted Yoshimura,
Allan Hoshida, Matt Atajar and Alan Wu. The Betsuin courtyard was filled with NC
Barbeque Masters working their teriyaki magic on the grills. Each temple seemed
to employ its own unique grilling technique and unique grilling tools. Our Betsuin
courtyard was filled with smoke and the delicious aroma of barbequing chicken. It was
a fun afternoon of playful chatter and banter as the grillers competed for the rights to
the title of Best Bazaar Teriyaki Chicken in
Northern California!
It was interesting to see the various styles
that our NC grill masters used to achieve
their perfect barbeque teriyaki chicken. We
could see that grillers at each temple were
firmly committed to their method, believing
theirs was the best. We all especially
enjoyed hearing the grillers tease each
other.

Judges’ Choice: Marysville
Buddhist Temple: Reverends
Carol & Tim Castle, Brad Battley,
Rodney & Susan Raub

Additionally, for the second time, we
included a Fried Rice “People’s Choice”
competition, for which six temples
prepared entries. Our Betsuin delicious fried rice was again prepared by our own Dale
Louie and his crew. The fried rice entries would be enjoyed and given votes by the NC
District members attending the throwdown. There were also tables full of fresh salads
and tasty desserts.
Our MCs, Gordon Nitta (Sacramento) and Gordon Nitta (Lodi), opened the tasting and
judging at 6 p.m. The judges for this event were Chef James Fujii (Stockton), Chef Craig
Takehara (Binchoyaki Sacramento) and Darrell Corti (Corti Brothers). The judges were
given seven pieces of chicken (one from
each temple). It would again be a “blind
taste testing.” The piece of chicken was
marked with a colored toothpick — with
the different colors indicating specific
temples.
During the counting of the People’s Choice
Awards and while our exceptional judges
discussed and evaluated their winning
temple’s chicken, Henry Mizushima and his
granddaughter, Ellie, entertained our many
guests with a few musical numbers.

Fried Rice: Steve Sasaki, Ken
Siu, Dale Louie, Denis Ishisaka,
Marty Sakata

The judges (after much discussion) decided that the winning team this year was the
Marysville Buddhist Temple! Brad Battley came to the front to receive the chicken
trophy, along with Reverends Tim & Carol Castle, and Rodney & Susan Raub. Following
the judges’ announcement, the People’s Choice winner was announced, and Sacramento
came in first place! The People’s Choice for the fried rice went, for the second time, to
Sacramento under the leadership of Dale Louie, Marty Sakata, Denis Ishisaka, Ken Siu
and Steve Sasaki.
Congratulations again to Marysville and
Sacramento, and thank you to the many
people who made this event possible. Those
who participated had a great time. This
NC District Chicken Throwdown began
four years ago as one of the “visionary
programs” created to bring together our
Betsuin and our District — and it has
proved to be a truly successful and muchanticipated event.

People’s Choice: Ted Yoshimura,
Gordon Nitta, Allan Hoshida

A very special thank you again to our own
Gordon Nitta and his chicken crew, Dale
Louie and his fried rice crew. Thank you
also to Valerie, Reiko, Gladys, Jennifer,
Cindy, James and our MAs (Tim, Carol,
Grace, Kelvin, and Keith) for all of your
help to make this event possible.
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T

hank you very much to the Sacramento Betsuin sangha for supporting our youth
and adult programs. Our 5th Annual Ramen Fest fundraiser was a huge success,
and we couldn’t have done it without you. As ramen warms our bellies, you
warm our hearts! Doumo arigatou gozaimashita.
Our adult program is starting spring registration this month. Please visit our website
at www.sakuragakuen.org for more information or contact Masako Thomas Sensei at:
thomas@sakuragakuen.org.
Wishing you and yours a very Happy Holiday Season!

2016-2017
Family Memorial
Service
Schedule

T

raditionally, family memorial services are held for loved ones on designated
anniversaries. These are precious occasions to honor the treasured memories of
our beloved ones and to realize how fortunate we are to be embraced by Amida
Buddha’s light of wisdom and life of compassion.
Year of Death		

2016 Memorial

2015...................................................1 year
2014...................................................3 year
2010...................................................7 year
2004...................................................13 year
2000...................................................17 year
1992...................................................25 year
1984...................................................33 year
1967...................................................50 year
1917...................................................100 year

Notes from the
Office

Year of Death		

2017 Memorial

2016...................................................1 year
2015...................................................3 year
2011...................................................7 year
2005...................................................13 year
2001...................................................17 year
1993...................................................25 year
1985...................................................33 year
1968...................................................50 year
1918...................................................100 year

O

Holiday Office Hours

ur December/January Holiday Closure Schedule will be:
Friday, 12/23 — Closing at Noon
Saturday, 12/24 — Closed
Sunday, 12/25 — Closed
Saturday, 12/31 — Closing at Noon
		
Joya-E Service at 7 p.m.
Sunday, 1/1/2017 — Closed
		
Shusho-E Service at 9:30 a.m., followed by New Year’s Otoki
Monday, 1/2/2017 — Closed
Tuesday, 1/3/2017 — Closed

2017 Membership

Betsuin Membership Renewal Applications will be coming to you this month. Once
again, membership dues will remain at the same level (for the eighth year in a row!)
First payments will be due on January 15, 2017 — please note that there will not be a
separate invoice.
As always, membership dues can be paid:
Annually — 1 payment, due 1/15/17.
Semi-Annually — 2 payments, due 1/15/17 and 7/15/17.
Quarterly — 4 payments, due the 15th of January, April, July and October.
Monthly — 10 payments, due the 15th of each month, January through October.

December 2016
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Sacramento Betsuin

Talent Show

Saturday, January 14, 2017
6 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Singers, Dancers, Comedians, Magicians,
Martial Artists, Musicians… All Welcome!
Please sign up in the front office.
Questions or need help with your act: bkmizu@gmail.com.
Brought to you by the Legacy Endowment.

ABA
Establishes
Betsuin
Scholarship
Fund
Wayne Kurahara

I

n the past, ABA helped to fund the Betsuin Scholarship Program. But over time, that
responsibility became a shared one of all affiliated and sponsored organizations,
as well as the Betsuin General Fund. With a growing need and no defined funding
source, the Betsuin Board of Trustees has had to rely more and more on the General
Fund, which is intended primarily for annual Betsuin operating expenses, to fund the
cost of the Betsuin Annual Scholarship Program. In order to alleviate the problem of
having to use General Fund monies, ABA has volunteered to establish and maintain a
Betsuin Scholarship Fund.
At the November 2016 meeting, the Board of Trustees passed a resolution approving
the establishment of a scholarship fund. Also, given the purpose of raising funds for
the Betsuin Scholarship Program, the Legacy Endowment Fund Board has indicated
that it would provide recognition of donations to the Scholarship Fund on the “Wall of
Appreciation.”
To kick off the fund, ABA has moved nearly its entire savings to the scholarship fund.
With a defined purpose, ABA intends to seek additional donations and conduct annual
fundraising to build this scholarship fund.
Thus, there is a wonderful opportunity to make a contribution for an important and
valuable purpose. If you would like to do so, please designate the Betsuin Scholarship
Program for your contributions.

Dharma School
Valerie Fong,
Superintendent

H

ello everyone! We hope you enjoyed the Thanksgiving holiday with family
and friends and are looking forward to the upcoming winter holidays. Dharma
School will be taking a two-week break — no service or class on Sunday,
December 25, 2016, and Sunday, January 1, 2017. Service and class will resume on
Sunday, January 8, 2017.
Dharma School students, TAs, and teachers participated in an emergency evacuation
drill on Sunday, November 6. We will continue to make procedure improvements
to ensure the safety of everyone. “Thank you” to Sherman Iida, emergency drill
coordinator, and the Betsuin Board of Trustee members who assisted in the drill.
Happy Holidays!

Donations

Dharma School “courtyard” gratefully acknowledges donations from the following:
Gladys Adachi
Cub Scout Pack 50
Blanca Gabriele
Naomi Hamamoto
Sumi Hamamoto
Nancy Hashimoto
Grace Hatano
Ruth Hayashi
Mark Hayashida - L&L
Barbecue

Mae Kaneko
Utako Kimura
Rosemary Kitaoka
Kitchen Staff
Jane Komure
Reiko Kurahara
Mitzie Muramoto
Barbara Nakatomi & Jim
Perna
Jennifer Nitta

Eiichi & Michiko Okamoto
Rev. Bob & Rev. Patti Oshita
Mollie Oto - Oto’s
Marketplace
SBWA
Fusako Takahashi
Hiroko Tsuda
Chieko Yagi
Karen Yamamoto
Sueko & Hideo Yamashita

Thank you to Joy & Shig Kihara and Doris Kuroko for always serving the cold drinks
for Dharma School.
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A

s the year starts to unravel, many scouts adjust to their new positions —
whether it be as patrol leader, den chief, or a normal boy scout. Nevertheless,
everybody has assimilated into their rightful roles and continued to act on the
morals and laws of a boy scout.
With Halloween around the corner, scouts set up their annual haunted house. This
took up much of the troop meeting on October 21 and the whole evening of October 22.
According to SPL Alvin Le and some of the guests, this haunted house turned out to be
one of the most spectacular productions in troop history. Thank you to those who went
through and participated in the haunted house; it brings great joy to the troop to see
people enjoy themselves.
On the same day as the haunted house, October 22, the My Sister’s House Foundation
hosted its yearly fun run. This is one of the scouts’ most beloved service projects as it
allows for interaction with the runners and enjoyable jobs. Most of the older scouts were
tasked with directing the traffic and runners as they passed by so that they wouldn’t
run down the wrong path. Younger scouts were asked to hand out water to the runners
around the halfway point. Regardless of the job, many of the runners seemed to
appreciate our efforts and help as they saw how tired we were after waking up so early!
Of course, the scouts were happy to help in any way possible.
Just one week later, scouts went up to Mount Diablo. There, they hiked up the whole
mountain and had a blast at Rock City. Many of the scouts claimed to have felt
accomplished after climbing the mountain for they went through “intensive” physical
stress.
With the theme being engineering for the month of November, the November 4 troop
meeting consisted of scouts building catapults. In the next 30 days, scouts looked
forward to: Thanksgiving break and the annual Scavenger Hunt.
Leader Reports

Jason Nguyen’s Buffalo Wings: 10/1 Natomas 5K Run Service Project, 10/7 Troop
Meeting, 10/14 Patrol Meeting.
Ryan Ishibashi’s Dancing Water Patrol: 10/7 Patrol Meeting.
Andrew Louie’s Spicy Chickens Patrol: 10/7 Troop Meeting.

Sports
Committee
Alan Wu
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HE END IS NEAR! THE END IS NEAR! When was the last time you heard
someone blaring this phrase for everyone to hear? Was it when the Martians were
attacking the planet? Or maybe when the prediction with biblical origins were
getting close? How about when the Nostradamus predictions were the talk of the town?
Let’s go back even farther when you were but a wee child and heard the story of a little
chicken (last name first, first name last) that went running around saying the sky is
falling! Remember that story?
There have been dozens of other prophets and “seers” who have proclaimed that the
end is near; so whaddaya going to do? No need to fret about it, if it does happen. What
can be done about it, for there is no place to hide! Well actually, it is not IF but WHEN
it will happen. There is an undisputed consensus out there by people way smarter
than me, and even Steve Sasaki (in case you did not know, Steve is one smart guy…
ask him and he’ll tell you!) that completely supports the idea that all stars have a life
cycle, and eventually even our very own star, otherwise known as Sol, and even more
familiarly known as the Sun, will begin to die and become a Red Giant, thus engulfing
Mercury, Mars and yes, the Earth. Don’t want to be a Debbie Downer, but the end will
happen. The catch is that it will not happen for another 5 billion years or so (this is just
an estimate; there is a margin of error with this time, so give or take a few years to be on
the safe side). There’s that undeniable truth of impermanence popping its head up out
of the weeds again. So now that this impromptu astronomical astrological colloquium
has ended, it was not the end of all ends that we ended with, but ended on the wrong
end of the stick.
The end that is near, is the end of the year 2016! Eleven months have passed like a blink
of an eye, and by all accounts we all know that December seems to have only 12 days in
it, so that too will pass at warp speed, but before we leap into the space-time continuum
of 2017, here are a few reminders of what is in store for the end of 2016.
Mochi Tsuki 2016 — Order your mochi supply for 2017 right now! Made fresh on
December 17 and freezes great for the rest of the year. Use the order form found in this
Sangha, at the church office or on the website. Please work your shift for mochi tsuki!
It is an important event for the church and we need all your assistance in making it a
successful one. See your Team Mom or Division Coordinator for your shift schedule.
With your help, we will grind it out together and set the pace to be done by noon! Get
your order in early, or you may end up mochi-less for 2017!

December 2016
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Basketball Season 2016/2017 — Begins on Saturday, December 3 for the E Division at
SJUMC, and on Sunday, December 4 for the D, C and B Divisions at a variety of gym
locations such as: Florin Buddhist Church, Stockton Buddhist Church, Calvary, SASF,
and SJUMC. Please check with your Team Mom for your game time and location and
season schedule, or you may end up at the wrong gym.
Attendance for 2016/2017 — Attendance tracking is performed all year long and
calculated on a rolling calendar. A rolling calendar means that the attendance is based
on the 12 months prior to the current month. In December 2016, the attendance totals
will be calculated from December 2015 through the end of November 2016, and likewise
in March 2017, attendance from March 2016 through the end of February 2017 will be
used to determine eligibility for the March tournaments. So, it is very important to keep
attendance up throughout the whole year all the way until the end-of-year picnic. If
attendance drops below 60%, your player will end up on the long end of the bench, just
waiting for the end of the basketball season!
So, the end is near!… Wait for it…
Ok, The End.
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ongratulations to Kalea Campbell, Lindsey Cooper, Kayla Itagaki, Casey Lee,
Michaela Masui, Raquel Morris, Tiffany Ng, Nikki Tanaka, Jaidyn Wallace,
Jade Cheng, and Emily Sperring of Seniors 2 for earning their Girl Scout Silver
Awards. The girls completed their projects last girl scout year and were recognized at
the November 4, 2016 Investiture/Rededication Ceremony.
Seniors 2 also led a troop-wide collection of much-needed bath items for My Sister’s
House and will deliver more than 100 bottles of shampoo, conditioner, and bath soap to
the organization.

Condolences to
the Families Of
Howard Kashiwamoto.......... December 9, 1921 – October 30, 2016
Joann Muramoto............... November 5, 1940 – November 7, 2016

